
ExI Audio Tapes For Sale

Everything is Getting Better and Better – I’ll Bet On It!
by Julian Simon.

Economist Julian Simon uses hard data to counter prevailing gloomy
beliefs about the current state of the world and its direction.  Practically
all measures of human well-being substantiate the Extropian’s dynami-
cally optimistic views:  Life does tend to improve, though only through the
efforts and applied intelligence of free persons.  This tape makes an effective
introduction to Simon’s ideas, and, lent out to your pessimistic friends,
will serve as a valuable intellectual catalyst.
$10.95  (Members $9.95) EC1 (1-hour audio)

Bionomics On Trial:  A Discussion With Michael Rothschild
Rothschild outlines the main contentions of his book Bionomics: Economy

As Ecosystem, and responds to audience questions.  Topics discussed include
electronic ecosystems; how bionomics effectively draws ‘liberals’ into
support for free markets; the relation between Austrian/process econom-
ics and bionomics; the role of government; how far the economy as
ecosystem analogy can be pushed.
$12.95  (Members: $11.50) EC2 (80 minutes audio)

Spontaneous Orders and Future Evolution
by Max More

In this talk, originally delivered to the Albert Jay Nock Forum, Extropy
Institute CEO Max More poses and answers the question:  “How is
humankind to evolve, transform, progress, to change its nature, without
the oppression of central control and social engineering?”  More distin-
guishes the spontaneous order embodied in free markets from the con-
structed orders that are more visible to most people.  More shows why
spontaneous orders are underappreciated, analyzes the problems en-
demic in central control, and shows the diverse areas in which spontane-
ous ordering principles reveal themselves, including evolutionary theory,
memetics, ecology, agoristic computing, neural networks, genetic algo-
rithms, and computational ecosystems.  Finally, methods of transforming
human nature while respecting the contraints of spontaneous order are
proposed.
$10.95 (Members $9.95) PH1 (1-hour audio)

Recreational Drugs and Smart Drugs:  Paternalism and
Responsibility
by Max More

An analysis of the drug policies of the DEA and FDA, beginning with
arguments for decriminalization of recreational drugs.  The FDA comes
under fire, with a history of that agency’s increasing powers and growing
safety fascism, the FDA’s effects on death rates and pharmaceutical inno-
vation, and the motivations facing FDA bureaucrats.  More goes on to
explain how smart drugs differ from other drugs, and how the FDA has
mounted a war on the freedom to use intelligence-enhancing substances.
The policies of the FDA and DEA are accelerating the infantalization of the
American people, undercutting their self-determination and denying
their personal judgment.  This tape is crammed with the facts, statistics,
and arguments needed to blast the FDA and DEA out of the water.
$10.95 (Members $9.95) PL2 (1-hour audio)

Postage:  $1 per tape.  Overseas orders:  Surface mail – $1.50 first tape, $1.25 each
additional tape.  Contact ExI for airmail rates.  Check or money order in US dollars
drawn on a US bank, payable to “Extropy Institute.”  Mail your order to:  Extropy
Institute, Dept. S, P.O. Box 57306, Los Angeles, CA 90057-0306.

How to Join the ExI

Virtual Community

Extropy Institute now sponsors, through

the generous efforts of ExI member and

List Manager Harry Shapiro, a number

of electronic fora for sharing libertarian,

free-market, life-extensionist, and other

Extropian ideas with bright, like-minded

individuals around the globe.  All of these

services reside at gnu.ai.mit.edu, so the

string @gnu.ai.mit.edu should be added

to the boldface addresses below when

sending requests.

The most popular service is the

Extropian e-mail list, which contains lively

discussion and debate on numerous top-

ics.  To join, send a request to extropians-

request.  This list also has a recently-

added digest feature which, instead of

sending each message to you as it comes

in, batches a group of messages into a

segment of about 50K.  That means

getting one to three messages a day.  To

join, send a message to exi-daily-re-

quest.

A more recent service is the ExI

Essay list, for posting longer, more care-

fully prepared electronic manuscripts.

To get on this list, send a message to exi-

essay-request.

There is also an Extropian confer-

ence on the Well, one of the longest-

running professionally run BBS systems.

On the Well, send mail to habs.

Those ExI-Essay papers containing

explicit notices granting permission for

redistribution are available by anony-

mous FTP at lynx.cs.wisc.edu (IP ad-

dress 128.105.2.216).  A list of available

essays along with their file names is in the

file pub/ExI-Essay/INDEX.  Any ques-

tions should go to Derek Zahn at

derek@cs.wisc.edu.

There are also two “local” lists for

announcements and discussions in the

San Francisco Bay Area and the Boston

area.  To join these lists, send a message

to exi-bay-request (Bay Area) or exi-

bos-request (Boston area).


